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ABSTRACT 

Metadata is exactly a data and is the structure description of the record that holds the data. It can have no sole 

useful explanation since it is a class of thing. One of the main difficulties that IT managers are facing today is the necessity 

to inter-relate various sources and information types like the search of information on  internet across a series of 

resources with various description standards and format data structures or an e-commerce system that requires to 

exchange information between proprietary application to complete a transaction. Though the metadata in is a very fresh 

growth stage, it is being regarded as a significant step towards the discovery of information in the digital library arena. 

Understanding the data structure allows this to happen and metadata is the way by which this occurs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

There has been a substantial misperception about the protocol of metadata beginning mostly with stemming from 

its name. The procedure no longer has much to do with archives or archiving, other than in terms of its inheritance.                   

In the information society, metadata is important. Probably, the term metadata first appeared in the 1960s and it was 

accepted by the experts’ database developers’ statisticians and by the web community latterly in the 1990’s. The term 

metadata is the set of data with remains in same intentional ranked connection with another set of data. So, it is a data 

summary of  some other data. Another idea is that it is machine undisputable information for the web. Presently, the term 

refers to any data used to aid the identification description and networked information site, for example, a metadata system 

is mutual in libraries. The library catalogue includes a metadata set records’ with elements that define a book or other 

library item: title, author, data of publication or creation subject reporting and the call number requiring the location of the 

item on the shelf.  

WHAT IS METADATA IS? 

Metadata improves recovery performance. It can advance recovery by creating a context for distinct descriptors. 

For example, the word ‘green’ in the maker of author field specifies the individual name, whereas ‘green’ in the document 

title may be a term for subject retrieval. Metadata offers a way of handling digital objects: Metadata is used by many 

software packages as a method of managing electronic resources wealth for the retention of records, schedules or for digital 

preservation. Metadata can assist to regulate the data authenticity. It offers a review for all to begin ownership and 

legitimacy digital object like an electronic document as the image. Metadata is significant to interoperability: 

Interoperability depends on the metadata exchange between the systems to create the nature of the data being shifted and 
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how it must be handled. An example of interoperating is e-commerce, where multiple different proprietary systems might 

need to exchange information. Metadata is the future: A growing amount of systems and software suppliers are working to 

the standards of metadata or are generating their own branded values for metadata. The e-commerce development depends 

on the exchange of metadata between applications. 

FUNCTION OF METADATA 

Metadata is data involved to any source in the form of free text or keyword. The data including a metadata 

framework is searchable and therefore helps the finding and resource retrieval. Metadata aids operators to discover the 

information objects’ existence and to comprehend the nature of what they found about the data added to a resource will 

also aid the operator to assess a reserve compared with another resource or access its appropriateness for the envisioned 

use. An actual metadata policy will include launching systems for recording and storing data such as title data of formation, 

author and subject matter, and face set-up to accompany each reserve in the collection.  

NEED OF METADATA 

• Resource selection assessment and evaluation. 

• Protecting the rights of intellectual property. 

• Efficient content development and archiving. 

• Documentation of resources. 

• Improving the quantity and quality of search results.  

• Reuse of content. 

• Resource identification and location. 

• Electronic commerce to encode prices in terms of pay, etc. 

Purposes of Metadata 

Information Retrieval  

The cataloguing information contains a description of the resource-controlled classification headings and indexing 

terms. This is a metadata resource and can also mine or extract metadata directly from target website or electronic 

resources. 

Interoperability 

Metadata acts as an information enabler and transfers data between systems and it is the key constituent in 

interoperability. 

Resource Description 

This is mainly important in companies that need to explain their data assets. For example, in America, the federal 

agencies should make data obtainable via the government information locator service (GILS). 
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Ownership of Documenting and Authenticity of Digital Resources 

Metadata offers a way of stating the ownership of the intellectual content and the document layout. 

Management of Information Resource 

The development of Electronic Document and Records Management (EDRM) system has caused by  the 

emerging needs of large companies to accomplish both electronic and paper documentation effectively. EDRM systems 

require access to ‘cataloguing information’ about distinct documents to manage the record life cycles. E.g. Ownership, 

Authorship, etc.  

TYPE OF METADATA 

Preservation Metadata 

Metadata connected to the preservation endangerment of data resource e.g. physical state of data preservation 

action.  

Descriptive Metadata 

Metadata used to define or recognize the data resource e.g. controlled terminologies user comments. 

Use Metadata 

Metadata connected to the level and kind of usage of the data resource e. g. use and user tracking. 

Administrative Metadata 

Metadata used in administering and managing data resource e.g. copyright acquisition information.  

Technical Metadata 

Metadata connected to how a system function or metadata behave, e. g. digitization data such as compression, 

formats. 

ROLL OF METADATA IN DIGITAL LIBRARY 

For a user, the data is the most exciting valued feature of a digital library. Makers of digital libraries should 

accomplish and decide about their content including the selected objects to be involved, digitizing items that occur only in 

analog form, marking-up items possibly using normal languages like the SGML and supporting metadata explaining the 

content and other qualities of each object. It is significant for designers to choose on the nature and amount of metadata 

elements early in a project. Though some elements are added over time, important prices might be related to 

retrospectively assigning metadata to previously tagged and cataloged items in the collection. Some metadata element 

labels the item’s content, including key, its creator, title, date of publication, and the discussed subjects. Other elements 

might be allocated for handling the collection; examples include quality control status, scan status, and internal notes, and 

the mechanical aspects of digital objects, such as size and title format. Deciding based on conceptual objects, or units, the 

system will include, individual documents, videos, photographs, lab notebook. This choice affects the level at which 

metadata is allocated and the materials are now accessed, organized, and as which metadata is allocated (for example, to 

each chapter in a book or an entire book) and how the resources are opened and archived. 
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SOME METADATA STANDARDS  

• MARC 21 

• Dublin Core 

• Metadata and reserve description at WEB. 

• Encoded archival explanation of institution metadata resources and library association. 

• Open archives initiatives (OAI) 

HOW TO USE META TAGS? 

• Metadata tags are easy to use on the web page. They just look like steady HTML tags but they follow some rules.  

• All are situated within the HEAD element. 

• All start with the element word META. 

• The closing tag is not used; the META element is an empty element.  

When using a Meta tag, the value/ attribute sets must be defined. Such qualities must be allotted and valued. 

The structure can be understood from the following Meta tags. 

< META name = “title” content = “Digital Library”> 

< META name = “author” content = “Rajendran”> 

< META http-equiv = “refresh” content = “5: http: www.net.com/2”> 

< META name = “Generator” content = “Microsoft from page 4.0”> 

< META name = “description” content = “Answers to your top questions regarding digital library”> 

CONCLUSIONS 

Metadata offers a new linking to bring invention in networked data services and support the research community 

more hastily than it has served post metadata has contributed to this vision for resource and interdisciplinary discovery. 

Many had subsidized towards it and everybody started to use metadata. Cultural inheritance and data professionals such as 

library cataloguers, museum registrars, and archival processor are progressively applying the metadata term to the            

value-added information that they generate to define track and enhance access to data objects prudently designed metadata 

results in the best data management in the long and short term. 
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